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9th Week Update from the Math & Stats Department

It's time for the last Gazette of Winter Term -- time certainly passes quickly when you're caught up in the hustle and

bustle of life in the Carleton Math & Stats Department! So far this term, we've hired one new professor (and are in

the process of hiring a visiting professor!), the several independent comps students and six comps groups have

presented their research findings, and students have travelled to more than a few cities across the country to take

part in mathematics- and statistics-related conferences and competitions. 

Who wouldn't be ready for some downtime after all that? The news this week is that there isn't too much news at

all: read on for a "Math in the News" segment, to get updates on jobs and internships you're likely to be interested

in, and to take a crack at this issue's Problem of the Fortnight.

Good luck with the end of term, everyone!

Math in the News: Ancient

Babylonians Used

Time-Velocity Graphs in

Astronomy

At first, researchers believed that Babylonian Tablet BM

40054  was  just  another  piece  of  clay  that  had  been

marked milennia earlier by ancient scholars. They knew its content had something to do with geometry -- but what,

exactly, was unclear. When Matthieu Ossendrijver noticed that the writing on tablet matched partial calculations

found on tablets whose purpose was also uncertain, he began to investigate.

What did he discover? Not only were they tracking Jupiter's path through the night sky, but Babylonians living

between 350 and 50 B.C.E. certainly understood that adding up daily increments of displacement is mathematically

the same as adding up strips of constant width to give the total area of a trapezoid. Another calculation futher

substantiates the Babylonian's conflation of displacement and area calculations: to find the date at which Jupiter

would have been halfway between its day 1 and day 60 locations, the Babylonians employ the geometric formula

known to give the length and position of a horizontal slice cutting a trapezoid into two areas of equal area.

The motivation for such calculations remains unclear, but the significance of this discovery is indisputable: not even

the Ancient Greeks are not known to have made plots of of anything across time, nor does the concept appear in

European scholarship until more than a millenium later.



Job & Internship Opportunities

University of Michigan: Big Data & Biostatisics Summer Program

This  full-time  6-week  summer  institute  will  introduce  undergraduate  students  to  emerging  challenges  at  the

intersection of big data, statistics, and human health. Lectures will be led by a diverse group of stellar biostaistics,

statistics, electical engineering, and computer science faculty at the University of Michigan. Working in teams,

students will participate in mentored big data research projects while they attend the institute.

The program is hosted at the Ann Arbor campus for the Univsersity of Michigan. Applicants will receive room and

board for  the duration of the program and an additional  stipend of $1,200.  There are no fees or tuiton costs

associated with participation in the program! Â Applicants must have an interest in scientific research as well as

some background knowledge of computing/programming, probability, calculus, and linear algebra. Applications are

due by March 15 -- so if you're interested, don't wait around to apply!

Principal Financial Group: Financial Advisor/Planner

Principal  FInancial  Group is  seeking  applicants  for  the Financial  Representative position within  the  company.

Financial Representatives work with clients to map out their goals and help them to achieve what matters most to

them. Principal Financial Group's clients include business owners, employees in growing businesses, and families

at every stage of life. Working as a Financial Representative will also launch your career: Principal Financial Group

has an established development program that includes, among other things, a local mentoring process to help you

develop your skills as well as your professional network.

Applicants will be considered regardless of their citizenship/residency status, provided that international applicants

can qualify for a visa (including OPT/CPT). Applications are accepted through December 24, 2016. Apply through

the Tunnel!

Elm Talent: Data Partner

Elm Talent is looking for applicants for positions as a Data Partner within the company. As a Data Partner, you will

be part of a research team that is responsible for understanding, error-checking, and delivering the data necessary

to drive the investment team's decisions. Data Partners serve as liasons between the investment and data teams at

Elm Talent, and they are therefore expected to have excellent communication skills. Data Partners will  also be

charged with defining and building new ways to work with data. 

Applicants will be considered regardless of their citizenship/residency status, provided that international applicants

can qualify for a visa (including OPT/CPT). Applications are accepted through March 31, 2016. Apply through the

Tunnel!



Problems of the Fortnight

Having trouble seeing the problem of the fortnight? Try enabling images for the message.
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